Unlike Gaussian matrices, where reasonably sharp bounds of sparse vectors with high probability, expander graphs give error when linear programming iS used to recover approxideterministic guarantees (see, e.g., [10], which gmves a aneterminislltllic guarantee forW lthe fSlast algorithmll propoJ;sed, andU [5] 'Here *Io represelnts the number of noln-zero entries iln its argument for concentration lemmas on expander graphs).
has also been studied in [4] for Gaussian mnatrices and also and sensor networks, where dense measurements are not pracin the work of Bruckstein et al. [9] , which further proposes a tically feasible. We present a necessary anLd sufficienLt condimacigpruttyeorcvryloih.
tion for T1 optiLmization to successfully recover the unknown "acigprut eo eoeyagrtm The success of a measurement matrices is often certified vector and obtain closed form expressions for the recover vectr an obain losd fom epresion fortherecoery by a so-called Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) which guarthreshold. We finally present a novel recovery algorithm that a sce Restricte IsometPope RIP) Ich ga antees the success of T1 ;minimization. Rece;ntly, Indyk et exploits expansion and is faster than 1 I optimization.
al [5] showed that the adjacency matrices of suitable unbalIndex Ter s-compressed sensing, expander graph, anced expander graphs satisfy an RIP property for p-l norm. non-negative vector, 11 optimization, perfect matching.
However of sparse vectors with high probability, expander graphs give error when linear programming iS used to recover approxideterministic guarantees (see, e.g., [10] , which gmves a aneterminislltllic guarantee forW lthe fSlast algorithmll propoJ;sed, andU [5] 'Here *Io represelnts the number of noln-zero entries iln its argument for concentration lemmas on expander graphs).
vector and 11*11 is the standard i1-norm. tor from a set of under-determined linear equations. In many real world applications the original data vector is nonnegaTheorem 3.1 is in fact the counter part of Theorem 1 of tive, which is the case that we will focus on in this paper. The 1 6] for nonnegative vectors and the proofis very similar. The original problem of compressed sensing for the nonnegative theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition on the mainput vectors is as following:
trix A, such that all k-sparse xo can be recovered using (2) .
The condition is essentially that for every vector in the null rnin Hx
(1) space of A, the sum of every n -k nonnegative elements Ax=y,x>0
should be greater than the absolute sum of the rest.
where A"X'l is the measurement matrix, yrnxl is called the observation vector, xnxl is the unknown vector which is 3.1. Null Space of Adjacency Matrices known to be k-sparse, i.e., to have only k nonzero entries, and where o l 0 is to norm, i.e., the number of nonzero entries of Now let s assume that A is the adjacencynatrix of a bipagh ite a given vector. The typical situation is that n > m > k. Al-graph with n nodes on the left and m nodes on the right. We though (1) is an NP-hard problem, Donoho and Tanner have also assume that the graph is leat d-regular. in other words A shown in [4] that for a class of matrices A maintaining a so-is a (t x ) matrix with exactlLy d ones iny each column. First called outwardly k-neighborly property and x being at most note that the following lemma holds for any such matrix.
k-sparse, the solution to (1) neighborly condition which is in fact similar to the null space Proof We only need to show that for any w Af (A) the secproperty that was mentioned in the introduction, but for the ond statements of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 are equivanon-negative case. Later we show that this has a much more lent. Let's assume there exists a w C J\(A) with less than mundane interpretation for the special case ofregularbipartite k negative elements. We use S+, Sw and S°to denote the graphs.
support of positives, negatives and zeros of w respectively. By~~~~~~~L ;;a31lwsl =l <-.Therefore a;ny subset These results show how the structure of the null space zero R.H.S. This entails F(SZ) = F(Sw) = F(S,), since of the measurement matrix is related to the recoverability of otherwise there is a vertex in Y connected to exactly one of sparse vectors. Thus to achieve our primary goal which is S+ or S+, and its corresponding equation will not sum up constructing optimal sparse measurement matrices, we need to zero. On the other hand from the definition of Cr(A) we to find bipartite graphs with non-negative null space prop-must have S > Cr(A). The number of edges emanating erties up to a maximal sparsity (hopefully, proportional to from S; is d SI , which is at least as large as the number of the dimension rn).We present some theorems paraphrasing the its neighbors F F (SW ) Then:
null-space property and interpreting it in terms of other properties of matrices.
dlS-> rF(S-)l = rF(S)l > Cr(A)
Complete Rank and Natnral Expansion
Where the last inequality is a consequence of (3).
U
Before proceeding, let us consider the two following definitions, whose relation to the main topic will be shortly made
We now turn to the task of constructing adjacency matriapparent.
ces with complete rank proportional to dimension. Throughout this paper, all the thresholds that we achieve are asymp- indeed the critical expansion coefficient. We shortly digress (a) Strong bound. in a subsection to discuss this a little further. (5) (4) . d>>.1 (4) jnlog (2) Observe that the expectation is (asymptotically) EF(S)
The algorithm begins with identi=ing a big zero porion
(1-ecdnil )/3n =: 1}n Using a standard Chernoff bound of the output and locating their corresponding nodes in Y. In [20] it is easy to show that F(S) is concentrated around its the next step, neighbors of these nodes are found in X and expectation:
these two giant sets of nodes are eliminated from X and Y. 
